
Regional differences in peatland permafrost characteristics in coastal Labrador, northeastern Canada

At its southern limit in Canada, permafrost
primarily exists in peatlands, where cryotic
ground is preserved by a thick layer of
insulating organic-rich peat. In Labrador,
elevated peatland permafrost mounds are
used by local Inuit and Innu for berry
picking, komatik storage and hunting but
these areas are also shared by caribou
(tuttuk) that graze on lichen. Despite their
importance, very little work has been done
to characterize, compare and investigate
these prominent landforms found along
Labrador’s coastline.
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Figure 1. Map of Labrador indicating the location of study sites, as well as the

locations of nearby communities. NA = Nain, RG = Rigolet, CW = Cartwright, BT

= Black Tickle, RB = Red Bay
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In summers 2021 and

2022, our team visited

peatlands along sections

of the Labrador coastline.

At 14 of these peatlands,

the team used uncrewed

aerial vehicles (UAV) (DJI

Mavic 2 Pro or Autel Evo

2) to capture images

across a double grid to

survey each site. Figure 2. Example of a double grid flight

plan in the PIX4D app, flown at a study

site near Rigolet (site ID = RG2)

Figure 4. Point cloud produced for RG2,

displaying (A) point elevation, where blue is

low and red is high, and (B) true colour

UAV images were then processed in

PIX4D which allowed the images to

be stitched together into a single

orthomosaic covering the study site.

The software was then used in

combination with terrain elevations

collected in situ (differential GPS) to

perform structure-from-motion. This

technique creates a point cloud using

known points found in multiple

images and allows for precise 3D

visualization and analysis of the site.

This data was then used to examine

variation in terrain and vegetation.

Figure 3. Orthomosaic produced for

RG2 using PIX4D

Within each point cloud, known

points were classified as either

ground, low vegetation (0 - 0.5

m height), medium vegetation

(0.5 - 2 m height), and tall

vegetation (>2 m height). By

reclassifying these points in

ArcGIS Pro, a new multipoint

dataset could be created that

only included ground points.

This improved terrain height

estimates wherever surface

vegetation was present.

Where surface vegetation was too dense, the multipoint dataset did not contain

any ground points. The height of terrain in these areas was interpolated using

inverse distance weighting to produce a complete digital terrain model (DTM).

Using the DTM and the orthomosaic as a guide, palsas and/or peat plateaus 

were manually traced at each site. A one metre uncertainty buffer was created 

around each polygon to account for digitizing errors.
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Within the mapped landform extents, 1000 random points were generated

(green dots). An additional 1000 random points were then generated within a

5 m buffer of the outlines (blue dots). At each random point, terrain heights

were sampled from the interpolated DTM. The difference between palsa and

non-palsa points was used to estimate feature heights.

Figure 6. Boxplot displaying palsa and peat plateau heights at 1000

random points per site. These 14 sites are presented in order of

decreasing latitude and are colour-coded.

Preliminary results suggest that there is considerable

variability in palsa and peat plateau heights across

coastal Labrador. On average, landform heights are

taller farther north (Figure 6). The latitudinal trend

could mean that permafrost is thawing more rapidly

farther south, though all visited features displayed

signs of degradation. Variability in feature heights at

sites with similar latitudes may be influenced by

coastal proximity, elevation and surficial conditions.

Our team intends to apply the same analytical

methods to 6 remaining sites with UAV survey data.

Further analyses will evaluate differences in lichen

cover, vegetation heights, areal extent of permafrost

and ground ice potential. This work will provide

insight into the contemporary characteristics of

peatland permafrost in Labrador and will facilitate

future assessments of habitat vulnerability to

climate change.
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Field sites (n=14) were visited

along the Labrador coastline to

evaluate a wide range of palsas

and peat plateaus in different

settings. Locations were chosen

using ESRI online imagery and

a recent landform inventory that

documented these permafrost

environments all along the coast

(Wang et al, 2022).
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Figure 5. Differences in point cloud with and without

vegetation, displayed by colour and class.


